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The Transbay Creative Music Calendar is a volun-

how to plan for
the worst case

teer-produced free monthly journal for non-commercial
creative new music in the San Francisco Bay Area.
In addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming
events, we publish articles and reviews about local
music and the people who create it. We talk about a
wide range of modern music, including: experimental,

djll

improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st

There have been some in this scene
who, in years past—-back when the testosterone levels weren’t perpetually spiking in
the DUI range—-who asserted that improvisation is a method, not a style (I was one of
those who said so). I think that’s really the
whole point of Derek Bailey’s book—-he’s
saying, look at all this improvisation in different styles, but there are commonalities in the
method, independent of style. Okay, it’s not
the whole point of the book, but it’s a biggie.
That’s the ideal, but in practice it turns
out that some players have been able to turn
the method into a style, mostly made up of its
own special grab-bag of clichés. I won’t say
who. As usual, it isn’t meekness or niceness
that prevents me from ‘naming names,’ but
simply good sense—-these, after all, are just
my opinions: who’s “good” and who’s
“bad.” Why stomp on somebody who’s
working their shit out? Why invite pointless
arguments about improvisor A versus B? (In
other words, why add more manure to the
same tiresome poop-pile that now shadows
the local dialog? Besides, I’d be pointing the
critical finger at myself, much of the time.)
However, I’m more than ready to name
some of the gambits that have helped turn
certain kinds of improvisation into style[s].
Gambit 1: Play only with those who
you
are
certain
share
your
particular esthetic.
This is the opening gambit. Assures you
of “esthetic consistency” and “agreement”
and, ultimately, screens out a rich source of
spontaneity (a key energizer of improvisation). This gambit partially depends on
Gambit 5 (below), identifying yourself/your
music with a certain “school.” Free jazzers
don’t play with noise boys. New-classicals
don’t play with rockers. Glitch-hoppers don’t
play with lower-casers. Boys, by and large,
don’t play with girls. And so (yawn) on.
Gambit 2: Don’t talk about it!
After all, the argument goes, one can’t
really talk about music in a meaningful way!
“Writing about music is like dancing about
architecture.” I used to buy that line, myself.
I don’t anymore. Talking about what you’ve
just played can be a powerful tonic in the
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aftermath of something that
hasn’t quite worked out,
and for a practicing ensemble, it’s essential to ensure
that progress is actually
achieved in finding a
group voice and a group
self-awareness.
Talking
also has the uncomfortable
effect of identifying clichés,
favored fingerings and
other
non-spontaneous
glitches in one’s playing.
And these are not allowed,
so even though they’re
often there, we just won’t
talk about them. Better yet,
let’s don’t talk about anyThe First European
thing (except all the names
we can drop.) Anyway, talking about what
you’re about to play is—-gasp!—-the same
as composition! And we can’t have that.
Gambit 3: Extend that technique!
This is a hard one for me to pick apart,
as it’s something in which I’m personally
heavily invested. But, to extend the self-critique, I’ve realized that lately I’ve been limiting myself needlessly by ignoring things like
tone, phrasing, dynamics, in favor of how
much sheer sonic hell I could generate with
a new embouchure. The exploration of new
sounds and techniques seems an inextricable part of music’s progress, and there will
always be someone there to do it, but a
singleminded focus on this one aspect of
music—-especially on the bandstand, where
it’s tantamount to practice and not performance—-is numbing. I see people indulging in
this at practically every show I attend.
Gambit 4: Surround yourself with
mystical mumbo-jumbo.
I’ve already alienated some friends with
this one, but I stand my ground. The problem
is not that you’ve had, as a performer, an
experience of the divine onstage. (That’s
between you and your idea of whatever
“higher” power or entity you believe in.) The
problem is, threefold: First, you might very
well be the only one up there having the
experience. Everybody else is looking at you
as if you’re a divine wanker, while you go
on, listening to your muse and nobody else.
Second, how do you bring it back down to
Earth? How do you tell people about what
you’ve seen, without either trivializing the
event or coming off like a UFO abductee?

Convention of Unconventional Music, Berlin, 1987

Third, are you using mysticism as a convenient way to avoid self-analysis? Mystical
experiences are hard to explain or describe
or deconstruct, so this gambit becomes really a subset of Gambit 2: Don’t talk about it,
but rhapsodize instead about the “transmission through my Self of divine inspiration.”
Shit, you can’t criticize Heaven, can you?
The Gods are always right! I won’t deny that
there’s something extraterrestrial about a
really great performance, but I don’t think
that’s a good excuse to shun analysis and
reflection on it. Sincerity is the cheapest of
virtues, meaning: It’s easy to believe mindlessly; It’s much harder to believe and present a robust critique.
I will mention only in passing that there’s
already a style of music closely related to
freely improvised musics that has a heavy
mystical element to it (called, variously,
“ecstatic” or “energy” music, or, closer to the
source, “free jazz”), thanks mainly to the
long, deep shadow of John Coltrane
(Ohnedaruth), whose memory now has its
own church devoted to it.
Gambit 5: Proclaim yourself part of
a “school” or “tradition.”
That way, you don’t have to think or
talk, ever! You can just quote liner notes
about this-and-such or so-and-so.
Gambit 6: If it sounds good, do it
again! (and again and again and again...)
This is the tiredest cliché in the book. I
know, because I do it all the time. And I hear
others doing it all the time. Yecch.
continued on page 2
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Gambit 666: DON’T EVER REPEAT
ANYTHING.
This is the second-tiredest cliché. To dig
a little deeper into the deadly dyad of
Gambits 6/666, let’s look at how and why
repetition is utilized in improvised music.
There are times when a repeated phrase or
sound acts as a defining structural element.
Matt Ingall’s recent solo performance at the
Skronkathon BBQ provides a good example,
where, after running through a little Mozartmuzik, the clarinettist gradually broke down
the harmonic/melodic elements into an
unending circular-breath workout (that had
its own kind of “ecstatic” energy). Another is
Roscoe Mitchell’s opening solo improvisation
on the album Nonaah, wherein he mechanically repeats an off-kilter phrase from the
same-named composition for several minutes, until the audience is screaming at him.
Finally the tension breaks, the notes change,
and by the end the audience is cheering
wildly. This perverse gambit turns an otherwise static, pedantic improvisation into a
truly extraordinary, unforgettable exercise in
tension and release, and asymmetrical form.
There are likewise moments in improvisation where repetition is a spontaneous discovery that is non-repetitive on a ‘meta’
level. Sonny Rollins blasts into hyperdrive
during his well-known (studio) solo on
St. Thomas, by the use of a simple repeated
six-note figure, wedged into an otherwise
dense and baroquely filigreed bebop excursion. The repetition sounds non-repetitive
simply because the event in toto is such a
contrast to the harmonic/melodic maze that
surrounds it. Again, the tension-and-release
model gets a workout, too.
Another type of repetition is employed
by lesser talents. This involves a brand of
narccisistic onanism where the player executes a phrase s/he likes (“Ooh! That’s a
keeper!”), and gratuitously repeats it, with or
without variations, simply for the pleasure of
hearing it some more and reinforcing the
positive feedback loop. This is the essence of
Gambit 6. It almost never adds to the sound,
structure, or momentum of the music.
What I call gambit 666 is simply the
ossification of an unwritten rule of the ‘nonidiomatic’ school of free improvisation.
Always being different, goood. Repetition,
baad. Virtually every ‘idiomatic’ music uses
repetition, so, logically, ‘non-idiomatic’
music must eschew it. What a shock it must
have been to the Euro-improv establishment
when a group like Alterations started inserting bits of pop songs, Reggae rhythms, and
funk riffs into its otherwise approved nonidiomatic improvisations!
Obviously, repetition is an important
factor in music. It helps our memory piece
together a pattern in the musical fabric (as
Feldman expressed it). Since a piece of
music unfolds over time and can’t be apprehended ‘at a glance’—unlike the surface of

a painting—virtually every piece of music
must address repetition in some way. Unconditional avoidance doesn’t make it any less
important. It just results in a different kind of
pattern, since our brains can’t help but find
patterns—even when there are none.
So, in the pre-programmed flight from
repetition and pattern, the “free improvisor”
becomes quite a bit less free, and paradoxically makes the music more patterned and
predictable. I might add that this gambit is
probably the most virulent strain of stylization that afflicts freely improvised music.
Gambit 7: Canonize your heroes.
—-and try to play like them. And argue
endlessly about who’s better, and who’s suffered more for their art, and who’s more
influential, ad nauseum. You don’t ever have
to question what they’ve done, i.e., improve
upon it or go deeper.
Gambit 8: Gig more, rehearse less.
After all, if what we’re doing is spontaneous, shouldn’t what we do on the bandstand be untested, totally new? Then why
rehearse? That’d kill the spontaneity!
Gambit 9: Keep churning.
Don’t stop the flow. The flow must go
on. I have seen Very Famous Improvisors (is
that an oxymoron?) commit this crime, to the
point of extreme annoyance—they just go
and go and keep churning out sound. To
stop might sound like we’re lost, or we don’t
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know what to do next. To stop might allow
something different to happen rather than
the highly virtuosic show of technique and
listening which has been honed over years
and years of playing. We’re professionals,
this attitude screams. You will be impressed.
Okay. But is something truly unexpected and
fresh going on? This is where professionalism becomes tyranny. Watching really
impressive technique can be like watching
an expensive Hollywood movie, where one
becomes more conscious of the money being
exploded all over the screen than the plot or
characters, because, after all, the “FX” is the
product really being sold.
Epilogue, and a final Gambit.
It’s tragic when something that prides
itself on spontaneity, freshness, and the constant skewering of expectations becomes
quite the opposite. But it’s probably
inevitable. Everything changes—even that
which is supposed to be always changing.
It’s not impossible to overcome these
deadly gambits. Free improvisation must
always base its practice first and foremost
upon listening. Listening is the one thing—
call it a method if you like, but I think it’s
woven deeper into the fabric—that remains
fresh, because it’s about dealing with what’s
right in front of you, the player, right now.
And, of course, this rule creates its own
exceptions—and traps. Great music need
not be a slave to the listening gambit!

all tomorrow’s zombies (A2Z)
gino robair electronics, percussives
tim perkis electronics
tom djll amplified trumpet
htoo+ (from portland oregon)
bryan eubanks saxophones, box thing
john krausbauer guitar, radio
mark kaylor drumset
leif erik sundstrom drumset
damon smith trio
damon smith bass
rakini devi (australia) dance
alex weiss saxophones
21 Grand
wednesday, Sept 10, 8pm as usual
$6-10 (or not so as usual)
21 Grand is located at 449-b 23rd st
in Oakland, just a hop skip & jump from
the 19th st BART station. come on down!

I heard it
through the
headphones
djll

Grand Mal
Barely Auditable bar1234
Kyle Bruckmann, oboe, English horn,
suona
Ernesto Diaz-Infante, acoustic guitar
John Shiurba, electric guitar
Karen Stackpole, percussion, gongs
An unusual ad-hoc grouping, with
Chicagoan Bruckmann horning in on a nest
of Bay Area experimenters. Grand Mal is a
bright-toned yet challenging suite of snippets, as far from standard improvisation
blowouts as it is from patience-draining
Austrian angst. Which is to say, no quarter
is given the eardrums, yet good humor carries the day. Bruckmann showcases his multiphonic test-equipment drones throughout;
the dark-closet ambience of the recording is
the perfect setting for these ear-wringers.
Then, sometimes he’ll squawk like a fugitive
from a chicken coop, as on Spatial agnosia.
Bruckmann’s umbral split-tones and
Stackpole’s rubbed gongs make a matched
pair of aharmonic twins, well-represented on
Retrograde amnesia. Stackpole’s almostkeeping-time brushwork here is sublime,
bridging the conceptual gap between
repeated gesture and sustained texture.
Bruckmann whistle-moans through the
cracks, biting a crescendo over Shiurba’s
wail like a train slow-motioning over frozen
steel. Cheerfully fucked-up is Nervous tic,
with Shiurba flipping feedback fuzzburgers
amid the sizzle and crack. Oboe matches
him, blow for blow. On Gray matter, sighing
twirps come together in a scrapy sandbox of
noise, much of it courtesy of EDI, dragging a
dumpster of detritus across his suffering guitar. Stackpole ticks out a dingy tattoo on the
final “d”in “grand” is not pronounced (cut
#5), while Bruckmann poots sans mouthpiece, Shiurba boings in a cat-and-mouse
tease, EDI scrapes by. Then quiet descends
like nightfall and the bugs start up. The final
cut, Catatonic Posturing II, is a kind of
apotheosis. Shiurba and Stackpole stack
overtones with overdrive and gong-work.
Bruckmann and EDI sneak in underneath
and again the old improv paradigms get
screwed. A disc to return to again and
again, impressive for its lofty levels of
extended virtuosity, but even more for its
improvisations—each one showing its own
beautiful kind of composure.
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September Quick Calendar
Sat 8/30 8:00 PM $5-10 sliding donation
The Jazz House [3192 Adeline Street at Martin
Luther King Jr. Way, Berkeley]
"PEAKTIMES: Mystifying Today's News" Laurie Buenafe
(dance), Ava Chante de l'Esprit (cello, vocals), Rama (sitar) and
Zeppi (theremin, shortwave radio)

Sun 8/31 7:00 PM Deaf Electric at The Jazz
House [3192 Adeline St. Berkeley]
die elektrischen; sote; carson day

Sun 8/31 7:30 PM $10/8/5 SIMM Series/
Outsound Research [Musicians Union Hall 116
Ninth Street @ Mission St. SF]
Scott Looney Trio, also...from Portland - htoo+ with Bryan
Eubanks

Sat 9/13 6:00 PM $15, $25 & $35
Smithwick Thtr, Foothill College [12345 El Monte
Rd Los Altos Hills]
Prasanna & Victor Wooten Indian Classical Jazz Duo

Sat 9/13 8:00 PM $zero-5 Community
Music Center [544 Capp Street btw 20th and 21st
Streets SF]
sfSound Series: sfSoundGroup, Hans Grüsel's
Krankenkabinet, Zeek Sheck's Town's People

Thu 9/18 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store
Gallery [1007 Market St. @ 6th St. SF]
Michelle Webb, prepared guitar and TBA

Mon 9/1 2:00 PM free KFJC 89.7 FM
[Los Altos Hills, Ca.]

Fri 9/19 8:00 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B
23rd St. Near 19th Street BART Oakland]

Live radio performance intermixed with broadcasts of NW
creative music. htoo+ - those crazy boys from Portland.

San Francisco Found Objects Festival: Musicians
improvise/sample objects submitted by the audience.

Tue 9/2 8:00 PM $12-15 Intersection for
the Arts [446 Valencia, btwn 15th & 16th SF]

Sat 9/20 8:00 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B
23rd St. Near 19th Street BART Oakland]

Larry Ochs SAX & DRUMMING CORE w/ Scott Amendola
and Donald Robinson on dynamic drums paint another take of the
inspirational music of American and Eastern European blues
shouters and Asian and African chant-singers.

San Francisco Found Objects Festival: Musicians
improvise/sample objects submitted by the audience.

Thu 9/4 8:00 PM $6 - $10.61 Luggage
Store Gallery [1007 Market St. @ 6th St. SF]

Sat 9/20 8:00 PM Sliding donation $8 to
$15 The Jazz House [3192 Adeline Street at Martin
Luther King Street Berkeley]

David Kendall & Jeremy Drake from LA, and Chris Cory,
Matt Davignon, Scott Looney, Rent Romus, Moe! Staiano

Pietro Lusvardi solo bass performance "monologue
Contrabbasso"

Fri 9/5 8:00 PM $10 Meridian Gallery [545
Sutter St. (upstairs) btw. Powell & Mason SF]

Sun 9/21 2:00 PM $10 Mt. Tamalpais
Mountain Theater [Marin]

Walter Kitundu solo turntables and homemade instruments

Fri 9/5 8:00 PM $12 Mills College Concert
Hall [5000 MacArthur Blvd Oakland]
Rock and a Hard Place: Les Poules; Sleepytime Gorilla
Museum; Saint of Killers; Annie Gosfield

Sun 9/7 7:00 PM donation Venue BBC
[1139 Keith Ave, Berkeley]
Phillip Greenlief & good for cows (Devin Hoff, bass; Ches
Smith, drums)

Sun 9/7 7:30 PM $10/8/5 SIMM
Series/Outsound Research [Musicians Union Hall
116 Ninth Street @ Mission St. SF]
Noertker's Moxie & CD Release Party for Sketches of
Catalonia Vol.1:Dali

Wed 9/10 8:00 PM $6-10 21 Grand [449B
23rd St. Near 19th Street BART Oakland]
All Tomorrow’s Zombies (Gino Robair/Tim Perkis/Tom Djll),
plus Htoo+ (from Portland) w/ Bryan Eubanks, Damon Smith trio

Thu 9/11 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store Gallery
[1007 Market St. @ 6th St. SF]
Jonathan Segal/Shoko Hikage & Oluyemi Thomas solo bass clarinet

Rova:Arts presents "New Music on the Mountain 2003" with
Darren Johnston's "United Brassworkers Front," Cheryl Leonard's
"Instruments in Trees" and Rova Saxophone Quartet.

Sun 9/21 8:15 PM Free ACME Observatory
at The Jazz House [3192 Adeline Berkeley]
Improvisations and compositions by two of Shoko Hikage's
groups: Natto Quartet (Shoko, Philip Gelb, Tim Perkis, Chris Brown)
and her duo with Jonathan Segel.

Thu 9/25 8:00 PM $6-10 Luggage Store
Gallery [1007 Market St. @ 6th St. SF]
d e t r i t u s night: experiments in electronics

Sun 9/28 2:00 PM Cato's Ale House [3891
Piedmont Ave Oakland]
Green Chimneys : Phillip Greenlief, Devin Hoff and Ches
Smith examine the music of Thelonious Monk

Sun 9/28 7:30 PM $10/8/5 SIMM Series/
Outsound Research [Musicians Union Hall 116 9th
@ Mission SF]
Jim Ryan's Forward Energy and Oluyemi Thomas, solo
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NEW! BA-IMP trading
cards! Get all 52 befor
e the warrants
are issued! (Shown clo
ckwise from upper lef
t) “Genocide”
Gongwoman, “Chemi
cal” Looney, “Anthrax
” Ingalls,
“Germ” Gino, “Ebow”
Shiurba, Prof. “Saliva
” Plonsey,
Marshall “Mayhem,”
and (ctr) Dr. Bass & Mr
. Multiphonic.
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